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PROFILING DATA WITH SOURCE TRACKING

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority to U.S. Application Serial No. 61/716,766,

filed on October 22, 2012, incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

This description relates to profiling data with source tracking.

Stored data sets often include data for which various characteristics are not

known. For example, ranges of values or typical values for a data set, relationships

between different fields within the data set, or dependencies among values in different

fields, may be unknown. Data profiling can involve examining a source of a data set

in order to determine such characteristics.

SUMMARY

In one aspect, in general, a method for profiling data stored in a data storage

system includes: accessing multiple collections of records stored in the data storage

system over an interface coupled to the data storage system to store quantitative

information for each of the multiple collections of records, the quantitative

information for each particular collection including, for at least one selected field of

the records in the particular collection, a corresponding list of value count entries,

with each value count entry including a value appearing in the selected field and a

count of the number of records in which the value appears in the selected field; and

processing the quantitative information of two or more of the collections to generate

profiling summary information. The processing includes: merging the value count

entries of corresponding lists for at least one field from each of at least a first

collection and a second collection of the two or more collections to generate a

combined list of value count entries, and aggregating value count entries of the

combined list of value count entries to generate a list of distinct field value entries, at

least some of the distinct field value entries identifying a distinct value from at least

one of the value count entries and including information quantifying a number of

records in which the distinct value appears for each of the two or more collections.

Aspects can include one or more of the following features.



Merging the value count entries of the corresponding lists includes sorting the

value count entries based on the values from the value count entries.

Sorting the value count entries includes sorting by a primary sort order based

on the values from the value count entries, and sorting by a secondary sort order based

on identifiers of the two or more collections.

Processing the quantitative information of two or more of the collections

includes processing the quantitative information of three or more of the collections.

The method further includes, for a first subset of at least two of the three or

more collections, generating profiling summary information from the list of distinct

field value entries, the profiling summary information including multiple patterns of

results of a join operation between the fields of respective collections of records in the

first subset.

The method further includes, for a second subset of at least two of the three or

more collections, different from the first subset, generating profiling summary

information from the list of distinct field value entries, the profiling summary

information including multiple patterns of results of a join operation between the

fields of respective collections of records in the second subset.

Each value count entry in a list of value count entries corresponding to a

particular collection further includes location information identifying respective

locations within the particular collection of records in which the value appears in the

selected field.

The processing includes: reading the value count entries of a corresponding

list for at least one field from a third collection of the two or more collections to

update the list of distinct field value entries so that at least some of the distinct field

value entries identify a distinct value from value count entries of corresponding lists

for the first, second, and third collections and include information quantifying a

number of records in which the distinct value appears for each of the first, second, and

third collections.

In another aspect, in general, a computer program is stored on a computer-

readable storage medium, for profiling data stored in a data storage system. The

computer program includes instructions for causing a computing system to: access

multiple collections of records stored in the data storage system over an interface

coupled to the data storage system to store quantitative information for each of the

multiple collections of records, the quantitative information for each particular



collection including, for at least one selected field of the records in the particular

collection, a corresponding list of value count entries, with each value count entry

including a value appearing in the selected field and a count of the number of records

in which the value appears in the selected field; and process the quantitative

information of two or more of the collections to generate profiling summary

information. The processing includes: merging the value count entries of

corresponding lists for at least one field from each of at least a first collection and a

second collection of the two or more collections to generate a combined list of value

count entries, and aggregating value count entries of the combined list of value count

entries to generate a list of distinct field value entries, at least some of the distinct

field value entries identifying a distinct value from at least one of the value count

entries and including information quantifying a number of records in which the

distinct value appears for each of the two or more collections.

In another aspect, in general, a computing system for profiling data stored in a

data storage system includes: an interface coupled to the data storage system

configured to access multiple collections of records stored in the data storage system

to store quantitative information for each of the multiple collections of records, the

quantitative information for each particular collection including, for at least one

selected field of the records in the particular collection, a corresponding list of value

count entries, with each value count entry including a value appearing in the selected

field and a count of the number of records in which the value appears in the selected

field; and at least one processor configured to process the quantitative information of

two or more of the collections to generate profiling summary information. The

processing includes: merging the value count entries of corresponding lists for at least

one field from each of at least a first collection and a second collection of the two or

more collections to generate a combined list of value count entries, and aggregating

value count entries of the combined list of value count entries to generate a list of

distinct field value entries, at least some of the distinct field value entries identifying a

distinct value from at least one of the value count entries and including information

quantifying a number of records in which the distinct value appears for each of the

two or more collections.

In another aspect, in general, a computing system for profiling data stored in a

data storage system includes: means for accessing multiple collections of records

stored in the data storage system to store quantitative information for each of the



multiple collections of records, the quantitative information for each particular

collection including, for at least one selected field of the records in the particular

collection, a corresponding list of value count entries, with each value count entry

including a value appearing in the selected field and a count of the number of records

in which the value appears in the selected field; and means for processing the

quantitative information of two or more of the collections to generate profiling

summary information. The processing includes: merging the value count entries of

corresponding lists for at least one field from each of at least a first collection and a

second collection of the two or more collections to generate a combined list of value

count entries, and aggregating value count entries of the combined list of value count

entries to generate a list of distinct field value entries, at least some of the distinct

field value entries identifying a distinct value from at least one of the value count

entries and including information quantifying a number of records in which the

distinct value appears for each of the two or more collections.

In another aspect, in general, a method for profiling data stored in a data

storage system includes: accessing multiple collections of records stored in the data

storage system over an interface coupled to the data storage system to store

quantitative information for each of the multiple collections of records, the

quantitative information for each particular collection including, for at least one

selected field of the records in the particular collection, a corresponding list of value

count entries, with each value count entry including a value appearing in the selected

field and a count of the number of records in which the value appears in the selected

field; and processing the quantitative information of two or more of the collections to

generate profiling summary information. The processing includes: reading the value

count entries of a corresponding list for at least one field from a first collection of the

two or more collections to store output data that includes a list of distinct field value

entries, and reading the value count entries of a corresponding list for at least one field

from a second collection of the two or more collections to store updated output data

based at least in part on the stored output data so that at least some of the distinct field

value entries identify a distinct value from value count entries of corresponding lists

for the first and second collections and include information quantifying a number of

records in which the distinct value appears for each of the first and second collections.

Aspects can include one or more of the following features.



Processing the quantitative information of two or more of the collections

includes processing the quantitative information of three or more of the collections.

The method further includes, for a first subset of at least two of the three or

more collections, generating profiling summary information from the list of distinct

field value entries, the profiling summary information including multiple patterns of

results of a join operation between the fields of respective collections of records in the

first subset.

The method further includes, for a second subset of at least two of the three or

more collections, different from the first subset, generating profiling summary

information from the list of distinct field value entries, the profiling summary

information including multiple patterns of results of a join operation between the

fields of respective collections of records in the second subset.

Each value count entry in a list of value count entries corresponding to a

particular collection further includes location information identifying respective

locations within the particular collection of records in which the value appears in the

selected field.

The processing includes: reading the value count entries of a corresponding

list for at least one field from a third collection of the two or more collections to

update the list of distinct field value entries so that at least some of the distinct field

value entries identify a distinct value from value count entries of corresponding lists

for the first, second, and third collections and include information quantifying a

number of records in which the distinct value appears for each of the first, second, and

third collections.

In another aspect, in general, a computer program is stored on a computer-

readable storage medium, for profiling data stored in a data storage system. The

computer program includes instructions for causing a computing system to: access

multiple collections of records stored in the data storage system over an interface

coupled to the data storage system to store quantitative information for each of the

multiple collections of records, the quantitative information for each particular

collection including, for at least one selected field of the records in the particular

collection, a corresponding list of value count entries, with each value count entry

including a value appearing in the selected field and a count of the number of records

in which the value appears in the selected field; and process the quantitative

information of two or more of the collections to generate profiling summary



information. The processing includes: reading the value count entries of a

corresponding list for at least one field from a first collection of the two or more

collections to store output data that includes a list of distinct field value entries, and

reading the value count entries of a corresponding list for at least one field from a

second collection of the two or more collections to store updated output data based at

least in part on the stored output data so that at least some of the distinct field value

entries identify a distinct value from value count entries of corresponding lists for the

first and second collections and include information quantifying a number of records

in which the distinct value appears for each of the first and second collections.

In another aspect, in general, a computing system for profiling data stored in a

data storage system includes: an interface coupled to the data storage system

configured to access multiple collections of records stored in the data storage system

to store quantitative information for each of the multiple collections of records, the

quantitative information for each particular collection including, for at least one

selected field of the records in the particular collection, a corresponding list of value

count entries, with each value count entry including a value appearing in the selected

field and a count of the number of records in which the value appears in the selected

field; and at least one processor configured to process the quantitative information of

two or more of the collections to generate profiling summary information. The

processing includes: reading the value count entries of a corresponding list for at least

one field from a first collection of the two or more collections to store output data that

includes a list of distinct field value entries, and reading the value count entries of a

corresponding list for at least one field from a second collection of the two or more

collections to store updated output data based at least in part on the stored output data

so that at least some of the distinct field value entries identify a distinct value from

value count entries of corresponding lists for the first and second collections and

include information quantifying a number of records in which the distinct value

appears for each of the first and second collections.

In another aspect, in general, a computing system for profiling data stored in a

data storage system includes: means for accessing multiple collections of records

stored in the data storage system to store quantitative information for each of the

multiple collections of records, the quantitative information for each particular

collection including, for at least one selected field of the records in the particular

collection, a corresponding list of value count entries, with each value count entry



including a value appearing in the selected field and a count of the number of records

in which the value appears in the selected field; and means for processing the

quantitative information of two or more of the collections to generate profiling

summary information. The processing includes: reading the value count entries of a

corresponding list for at least one field from a first collection of the two or more

collections to store output data that includes a list of distinct field value entries, and

reading the value count entries of a corresponding list for at least one field from a

second collection of the two or more collections to store updated output data based at

least in part on the stored output data so that at least some of the distinct field value

entries identify a distinct value from value count entries of corresponding lists for the

first and second collections and include information quantifying a number of records

in which the distinct value appears for each of the first and second collections.

Aspects can include one or more of the following advantages.

One aspect of the design of relational database management systems and other

relational data storage systems are the values known as keys, which can be used to

identify and/or to link (or "join") records in different entities (e.g., different

collections of records such as different tables or datasets). The extent to which the

keys successfully enable relational operations (e.g., a join operation) between records

intended in the design is known as referential integrity. Maintaining referential

integrity over time as records are inserted, updated or deleted is an aspect of

maintaining a reliable relational data storage system. To this end, some relational

databases offer constraints to enforce relational integrity (e.g., a record with a field

value that is a foreign key referencing a primary key of a corresponding record cannot

be inserted into one entity unless that corresponding record is already present in

another entity). But checking such constraints may reduce performance when loading

data, so many of the largest or most active systems may have no constraints or the

constraints may have been turned off. So, assessing the referential integrity of a

relational system may be a part of assessing the data quality of the system. If

referential integrity constraints are not automatically enforced as data is inserted,

updated or deleted, violations of the constraints are likely to occur and the referential

integrity of the system will erode.

In some systems, typical operations may include a join operation between

entities, in which values in a key field of records of one entity are compared with

values in a key field of records in another entity. The values in these corresponding



key fields are called the "key" for the join operation. The referential integrity of a data

storage system storing two entities configured to be joined by a key can be assessed

directly by realizing the join on the key explicitly. Analysis of various kinds of joined

records that would result from the join operation can be performed when assessing

referential integrity. For example, the following record counts may be considered: the

number of records joined by a key that is unique in both entities, the number of

records joined by a key that is unique in one entity but not the other, the number of

records joined by a key that is not unique in either entity, the number of records

having a unique key in one entity but not present in the other entity, the number of

records having a non-unique key in one entity but not present in the other entity.

Collectively these counts answer questions about key uniqueness, Cartesian products

(e.g., non-unique keys in both joined entities), and orphaned records (e.g., keys absent

from a joined entity). These are examples of some basic measures of referential

integrity. The techniques described herein facilitate computation of some of these and

other measures of referential integrity of data that is being profiled.

Other features and advantages of the invention will become apparent from the

following description, and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system for profiling data.

FIG. 2A is chart for an example of occurrence statistics.

FIG. 2B is a Venn diagram for an example of occurrence statistics.

FIGS. 3-6 are schematic diagrams of exemplary data profiling procedures.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 shows an exemplary data processing system 100 in which the data

profiling techniques can be used. The system 100 includes a data source 102 that may

include one or more sources of data such as storage devices or connections to online

data streams, each of which may store data in any of a variety of storage formats (e.g.,

database tables, spreadsheet files, flat text files, or a native format used by a

mainframe). An execution environment 104 includes a profiling module 106 and

processing module 108. The execution environment 104 may be hosted on one or

more general-purpose computers under the control of a suitable operating system,

such as the UNIX operating system. For example, the execution environment 104 can



include a multiple-node parallel computing environment including a configuration of

computer systems using multiple central processing units (CPUs), either local (e.g.,

multiprocessor systems such as SMP computers), or locally distributed (e.g., multiple

processors coupled as clusters or MPPs), or remote, or remotely distributed (e.g.,

multiple processors coupled via a local area network (LAN) and/or wide-area network

(WAN)), or any combination thereof.

The profiling module 106 reads data from the data source 102 and stores

profiling summary information in a profiling data store 110 that is accessible to the

profiling module 106 and to the processing module 108. For example, the profiling

data store 110 can be maintained within a storage device of the data source 102, or in

a separate data storage system accessible from within the execution environment 104.

Based on the profiling summary information, the processing module 108 is able to

perform various processing tasks on the data in the data source 102, including

cleansing the data, loading the data into another system, or managing access to objects

stored in the data source 102. Storage devices providing the data source 102 may be

local to the execution environment 104, for example, being stored on a storage

medium connected to a computer running the execution environment 104 (e.g., hard

drive 112), or may be remote to the execution environment 104, for example, being

hosted on a remote system (e.g., mainframe 114) in communication with a computer

running the execution environment 104, over a remote connection or service (e.g.,

provided by a cloud computing infrastructure).

The profiling module 106 is able to read data stored in the data source 102 and

perform various kinds of analysis in an efficient manner, including analysis useful for

assessing referential integrity of the stored data. As described above, one way to

assess referential integrity is by performing an explicit join operation and analyzing

resulting joined records. However, performing an explicit join operation between

pairs of entities is not always the most efficient way to assess referential integrity,

especially in the context of a wider data quality evaluation that may be part of the data

profiling performed by the profiling module 106. Some data profiling procedures

characterize the quality of a dataset by investigating the collection of distinct values in

a set of one or more selected fields (or combinations of fields). To facilitate the data

profiling activity, a census computation may be performed to generate census data

that enumerates the set of distinct values for each of the selected fields and includes

counts of the number of records having each distinct value. For example, the census



data can be arranged as a list of value count entries for a selected field, with each

value count entry including a distinct value appearing in the selected field and a count

of the number of records in which that distinct value appears in the selected field. In

some implementations, the census data is stored in a single dataset, optionally indexed

by field for fast random access, while in other implementations, the census data may

be stored in multiple datasets, for example, one for each field.

In one approach, a referential integrity assessment is provided by a join

analysis that summarizes results of a join operation between fields of two entities

using occurrence statistics that characterize various quantities associated with

different types of joined records and different types of un-joined records. For a join

operation between a key field (field A) of a first entity (entity A) and a corresponding

key field (field B) of a second entity (entity B), an example of different patterns of

occurrences numbers are shown in the chart of FIG. 2A. An "occurrence number"

represents the number of times a value occurs in a field. An occurrence number of 0

means the value does not appear in the field. An occurrence number of 1 means the

value only appears in exactly one record of the field. An occurrence value of 'M' or

'N' means the value appears in more than one record of the field. In this example,

each row of the chart includes counts associated with a corresponding pattern: 'field

A occurrence number' x 'field B occurrence number'. Each column of the chart

includes counts associated with the different patterns that are of a particular type. The

type 'A-distinct' ('B-distinct') represents the number of distinct values appearing in a

record of entity A (entity B) associated with a particular pattern of occurrence. The

type 'A-count' ('B-count') represents the total number of records of entity A (entity

B) associated with a particular pattern of occurrence. The type 'AB-count' represents

the total number of joined records associated with a particular pattern of occurrence.

The bottom half of the chart (i.e., rows having a pattern of occurrence: lxl, lxN,

Nxl, NxM) represents joined records (where a particular key value appears in both

fields A and B), and the top half of the chart (i.e., having a pattern of occurrence: 1x0,

0x1, NxO, OxN) represents un-joined records (where a particular key value only

appears in one field A or B). The actual counts appearing in this chart are the counts

that would result from an A field having the values: 'a' in 1 record, 'b' in 1 record, 'd'

in 2 records, 'e' in 2 records; and a B field having the values: 'a' in 1 record, 'c' in 2

records, 'd' in 1 record, 'e' in 3 records. So, there are a total of 6 records in entity A

and 7 records in entity B. FIG. 2B shows a Venn diagram that visually represents



another form of occurrence statistic. The diagram shows the numbers of records that

do not match in the join operation and are either passed through (in an outer join) or

are rejected (in an inner join) as un-joined records in the non-overlapping portions of

the circles associated with entity A ( 1 un-joined record) and entity B (2 un-joined

records). The diagram shows the numbers of remaining records for each entity that

do match in the join operation in the overlapping portion (5 records in entity A, 5

records in entity B). These 10 matching records yield a total of 9 joined records

(which is the sum of the counts in the column Ά Β-count'). Relative sizing of the

circles and centering of the overlap can be used to indicate qualitatively the counts in

each region.

The join analysis can be performed based on performing an actual join

operation on the actual records of the entities, or by performing a "census join"

operation on respective sets of census data for the entities (e.g., as described in U.S.

Patent No. 7,849,075, incorporated herein by reference). In a census join, each entity

has a set of census records, where each record includes: a field identifier (e.g., field A

or field B), a distinct value appearing in that field, and a count of the number of

records in which that distinct value appears. By comparing census records generated

for the key fields of the two entities, the census join operation potentially makes a

much smaller number of comparisons than a join operation that compares those key

fields of individual records from the two entities. If the census join operation finds a

match between the values in two input census records, an output record is generated

that contains the matched value, the corresponding pattern of occurrence based on the

two counts, and a total number of records that would be generated in a join operation

on the pair of key fields (which is just the product of the two counts in the census

records). If no match is found for a value, the value is also output with a

corresponding pattern of occurrence and a total number of records (which is the single

count in the single census record). This information within the output records of the

census join operation is sufficient to compile all of the counts in a chart of the above

occurrence statistics for the join operation.

In some cases, it is useful to be able to perform join analysis on multiple pairs

of entities, for example, for analyzing referential integrity of a data source that

includes multiple collections of records (e.g., multiple tables from one or more

databases, and/or multiple datasets from one or more file-based data stores). Particular

entities may be paired with many other entities in order to determine occurrence



statistics for each pair. However, instead of requiring the records in a key field of

each entity, or census records in respective census files for each entity, to be read

multiple times, the profiling module 106 is able to generate occurrence statistics using

fewer time-consuming read operations on the data source. For instance, if there are

three datasets A, B and C and the join analysis calls for pairwise occurrence statistics

for A/B, A/C, and B/C, separate independent analysis of each pair would call for each

census file to be read twice. In general, for N entities to be analyzed independently in

all possible combinations, there are N(N-l)/2 unique pairs, which would require each

entity be read N-l times (once for each other entity). When the number of entities

being analyzed is larger than two (e.g., 3 or more, or significantly larger than two

such as 10 or more, or 100 or more), significant efficiency can be achieved by

processing the entities together using some of the techniques described herein. For

example, in some cases join analysis is performed over many entities (e.g., tables)

according to an entity-relationship diagram of a database.

The profiling module 106 is able to avoid repeated read operations of the same

census file by using an approach that yields results of multiple pairwise join

operations (or a multi-way join) on the key field, without requiring the actual join

operations to be performed (either on the entity records or on the census records).

The following two examples of such approaches include accessing multiple entities to

write a census file for each entity (or read a previously stored census file) for a

common key field (e.g., an account number field) occurring in each entity. (There

may also be other census files for other fields that are not needed for the join

analysis.) An "aggregation" approach also includes merging the census records from

corresponding census files for the key field to generate a sorted combined list of

census records (or at least the values and counts from the census records, labeled with

identifiers to identify the source entity). In some implementations, the census records

within each census file are sorted, which makes the merging operation more efficient

in terms of storage and read access-time.

In some implementations, merging and sorting of census records from

different census files into an intermediate combined list of census records is not

required. In an "updating" approach, incoming (potentially unsorted) census records

can be processed to update a list of output data entries that have been generated from

previously received census data, held in a storage system or data structure and

accessible by a key value from an incoming census record. As new census records



arrive, output data entries are retrieved from storage using the key value from the

incoming census record, updated, and written back to storage. A variety of storage

systems are supported, including disk, in-memory data structures, and write-once

storage (where previous results cannot be updated in place but must be appended to

storage).

In the "updating" approach, the census files need not be processed at the same

time but may be incorporated as updates as they become available over time. In

particular, a later version of a previously processed census file may be reprocessed to

update previous results. It is also possible to combine two or more sets of results

computed separately.

In some implementations, a mixture of both updating approach and the

aggregation approach may be used. For census files available at the same time,

aggregation may be used to reduce memory footprint or to improve performance. For

census files arriving at separate times, updating may be used to update previous

results. The aggregation approach can be applied independently to sets of census files

while the results are combined later using the updating approach.

An example of the aggregation approach is illustrated in FIG 3 . In this

example, three census files 300A, 300B, 300C for respective source entities entity A,

entity B, and entity C are used as input to the profiling module 106 (though the

approach works for an arbitrary number of census files). Each census file includes

census records that start with a source identifier indicating the source entity to which

the census file belongs (Ά ' , 'Β ' , or 'C'). After the source identifier, the census

records include a distinct key field value appearing in the key field associated with the

census file, followed by a count of the number of records that include that key field

value. In this example, all of the census records in a census file are for a specific key

field of interest within the entity. In other examples, an additional identifier is

included in the census record identifying the field associated with each value. Since

only accessing the census records of interest to the join analysis is more efficient than

reading all census records for all fields of an entity and discarding the irrelevant ones,

some implementations store census records for different fields within different

independently accessible census files, as in this example. Alternatively, census

records for different fields can be stored in different sections of a common file or data

store that is configured for random access to the different sections. Multiple join



analyses for different key fields can be performed in the same execution by adding

another identifier that designates the group of census files to be analyzed together.

A merge sub-module 302 of the profiling module 106 reads the census records

from the input census files to generate a sorted combined list 304 of census entries

from all of the census records. In some implementations, the input census files are

read sequentially (and optionally in parallel if, for example, they are stored in

partitioned data segments of a storage medium). For a parallel implementation, the

census records can be partitioned by the key field value in each census file, so that all

records sharing a common key field value are placed in the same data segment. The

census records from the input census files are sorted by a primary sort order based on

the key field values from the census records, and then by a secondary sort order based

on the source identifiers. In the list 304 shown in FIG. 3, the census entries have been

rewritten to show the primary sorted key field values first, followed by the secondary

sorted source identifiers, followed by the record count, but these items can be stored

in any order within each census entry. If multiple join analyses on different respective

groups of census files are to be conducted concurrently, a label designating the group

of census files to be analyzed together can be added as the primary sort-key (with a

secondary sort on the key field value, and a tertiary sort on the source identifier) to

ensure that records intended to be analyzed together are contiguous.

An aggregate sub-module 306 of the profiling module 106 aggregates the

entries from the list 304 to generate a list 308 of distinct key field value entries, each

distinct key field value entry identifying a distinct key field value and information

quantifying a number of records in which the distinct key field value appears for each

of the source entities represented by the input census files (in this example, source

entities A, B, and C). The sorted census entries in the list 304 that share the same key

field value are aggregated (e.g., using a rollup operation) over the source identifiers.

In some implementations, the aggregate sub-module 306 stores results of aggregating

the entries in a data structure containing two vectors associated with each distinct key

field value. One vector stores the individual entity record counts for each source

entity, and the other vector stores the pair-wise join record counts for each pair of

source entities. So, the length of the first vector is determined by the number of

source entities, and the length of the second vector is determined by the number of

unique pairs of source entities. Each element of the first vector corresponds to a

particular source entity and holds the count of records containing the associated key



field value, which is the count from the census file if the count is nonzero or a count

of zero if that key field value did not appear in the census file. This data structure is

also able to accommodate changing numbers of files in separate groups of census files

in multiple analyses. For example, the sub-module 306 is able to use a mechanism,

such as a stored variable or a lookup operation, to associate an index in the vector to a

particular census file for each group. Each entry of the second vector holds a count of

the number of join records that would result from a join operation between a

particular pair of source entities, which is computed as the product of the counts for

each pair (which are in the first vector). The index structure of the second vector can

be determined based on the order of entities in the first vector (e.g., by forming a

multi-index consisting of all pairs of indices where the first index is less than the

second).

In the example of FIG. 3, there are two census records with the key field value

"c": one each in the entity B and entity C census files 300B and 300C. The count of

entity records in the entity B census record is 2, and the count of entity records in the

entity C census record is 1. The corresponding aggregated output data structure in the

list 308 is "c [0 2 1] [0 0 2]" where the first item in the data structure is the key field

value "c", the next item is the first vector of record counts in entities A, B, and C,

respectively, and the last item is the second vector of the product of counts for entity

pairs A/B, A/C, and B/C, respectively. This second vector can be omitted in some

implementations, and can instead be generated later since its values are completely

determined by the values in the first vector.

From the information in the list 308, summary information, such as the chart

in FIG. 2A and the Venn diagram in FIG. 2B, can be computed for each pair of source

entities by accessing the appropriate values from the data structures in the list 308 for

the occurrence statistics to be provided. (Similar summary information for three-way

and higher order joins are also possible.) The counts for pairings of unique and non-

unique records can be reported separately as non-uniqueness is often of particular

interest. As described above, a Venn diagram for each pair can be generated to

visually represent the results of the join analysis. For example, for the pair A/B, the

relative sizes of the circles and the centering of the circles 312 and the resulting

overlap can be arranged to indicate quantitatively the approximate values of the

counts in each region determined based on the information in the corresponding

occurrence chart 310.



In some implementations, the data structures for the census records in the

census files 300A, 300B, 300C can also include location information identifying

respective locations of records within the particular entities in which the key field

values appear. In one implementation, during generation of the census records, a

vector is populated with unique record identifiers of every record having the

associated key field value. If the records in the original data of the entities do not

have unique record identifiers, such record identifiers can be generated and added to

the records as part of the profiling procedures, for example, by assigning a sequence

of consecutive numbers to each record. This location information can then be

included within the census entries collected from the census records in the merging

stage, and can be combined in the aggregation stage, as described in more detail

below.

Other implementations for storing location information are possible, some of

which may offer advantages in performance and/or reduced storage space. For

example, a bit vector may be used instead of a vector of record identifiers. Each bit of

the bit vector corresponds to a particular record identifier, and a bit is set if the

associated record having the corresponding record identifier has the associated key

field value. The correspondence between bits of the bit vector and record identifier

may be explicit or implicit. For example, there may be an explicit mapping, not

necessarily one-to-one, which associates bits to corresponding record identifiers, or

there may be an implicit mapping where the position of each bit corresponds to a

sequential ordering of record locations. In some implementations, the resulting bit

vector is compressed for further savings in storage.

By associating a location data structure with each census entry, this location

information may be propagated through to the list 308 where it appears as a vector of

location data structures for each aggregated output data structure. The vector of

location data structures includes one location data structure (e.g., a bit vector) for each

source entity. The presence of the vector of location data structures in each

aggregated output data structure of the list 308 facilitates "drill down" from results to

corresponding records in the original source entities. In some cases, the key field

value itself can be used to lookup records in the original source entity, if the source

entity has been indexed by the key field values, which may not be the case for some

source entities. The location data structure is able to serve as a generic index of the

original source entity, and the census file associated with that source entity is able to



serve as a secondary index (linking key values to the index within the location data

structure).

The generation of the pairwise occurrence charts 310 and associated Venn

diagrams 312 involves an aggregation over the output data structures in the list 308.

For example, counts in output data structures corresponding to each occurrence

category (e.g., 1x0, lxl, etc.) are summed to produce the resultant total counts. The

location data structures can also be combined. In the case of a location data structure

that is a vector of record identifiers, the vectors corresponding to different key field

values in a particular source entity for a particular occurrence category are

concatenated. In the case of location data structure that is a bit vector, the bit vectors

corresponding to different key field values in a particular source entity for a particular

occurrence category are logically ORed together. The result is a combined location

data structure corresponding to each entry in the occurrence chart or entry in the Venn

diagram. A user may drill down from this entry using this location data structure to

retrieve either a sample record or the exhaustive set of records for this occurrence

category. In the referential integrity assessment context, being able to access the

records that are duplicates or orphaned, for example, is invaluable, and this provides

the capability to do so.

A different implementation is possible in which the aggregation to the

occurrence chart and Venn diagrams does not combine the location data structures

themselves but instead constructs a bit vector corresponding to the key field values in

the list 308. In this implementation, a bit-to-key-value mapping is constructed that

pairs a bit index with each distinct key field value in the list 308. During aggregation,

a bit vector is populated that indicates which key field values contribute to a given

occurrence chart entry. Drill down may now proceed in two steps. The bit vector for

an occurrence chart entry is used to find the set of associated key field values (from

the bit-to-key-value mapping). These key field values are either looked up directly in

the original source entities to retrieve original records, or they are looked up to

retrieve location data structures in, e.g., the list 308 or the census files 300A-300C

(which are in turn used to retrieve the original records). This implementation may

offer advantages in terms of storage requirements and efficiency, particularly if the

original source entities are already indexed by the key field values.

FIG. 4 shows an updating approach in which a census file 400C (for entity C)

arrives to an update sub-module 406 of the profiling module 106, which updates a



previously generated output list 408AB (previously generated from census files of

entities A and B) to produce an updated list 408ABC. A census entry "C c 1" in

census file 400C represents the distinct key field value "c" and a count of 1 record of

entity C in which that value appears. The corresponding output data structure in

408AB having key field value "c" is retrieved. The first vector "[0 2]" showing the

counts in entity A and entity B of records having the key field value "c" is updated to

"[0 2 1]" to add an element showing the count of records in entity C having the key

field value "c". Similarly, the second vector showing the pairwise product of counts

is updated from "[0]" to "[0 0 2]" where the second element is the product of the

count for entity A and the count for entity C (0*2 = 0), while the third element is the

product of the count for entity B and the count for entity C ( 1*2 = 2). The result is

written to the list 408ABC of updated output data structures.

FIG. 5 shows an updating approach in which a census file 500B (for entity B)

arrives to the update sub-module 406, which updates a previously generated output

list 508AB (previously generated from a census file of entity A and a previous version

of a census file of entity B). A census entry "B c 4" in census file 500B represents the

distinct key field value "c" and a count of 4 records of entity B in which that value

appears. From the corresponding output data structure of the list 508AB, the previous

count for "c" in entity B was 2 (according to the second element in the first vector "[0

2]"). This count is updated in the first vector with the new count to obtain "[0 4]".

The second vector is then updated with the product of the counts from entity A and

entity B, which in this example remains unchanged at "[0]." The result is written to

an updated output list 510AB.

FIG. 6 shows another example of an updating approach in which two

separately generated output lists are combined. An output list 608AB was generated

based on a combination of census records from entity A and entity B, and an output

list 608BC was generated based on a combination of census records for entity B and

entity C. In this example, the same census records for entity B were used in the

generation of both output lists. (In other examples in which different versions of a

census file provide different census records for entity B, the procedure shown in FIG.

5 can first be used to update the entity B values in the output data structures to

correspond to the most recent census values.) A combine sub-module 606 of the

profiling module 106 combines information from output data structures with matching

key field values, for example, output data structure "c [0 2] [0]" from list 608AB and



output data structure "c [2 1] [2]" from list 608BC. The elements in each of the first

vectors correspond to the census counts of respective entities represented in each

output data structure. The two first vectors are combined by taking the union of their

elements, keeping only one element (the most recent) for any entity represented in

both output data structures. In this example, the result of the combination is an

updated first vector "[0 2 1]". An updated second vector is then computed from the

pairwise product of counts according to the updated first vector, which results in an

updated second vector "[0 0 2]". The updated output data structures are stored in an

output list 608ABC.

The data profiling approach described above can be implemented using a

computing system executing suitable software. For example, the software may

include procedures in one or more computer programs that execute on one or more

programmed or programmable computing system (which may be of various

architectures such as distributed, client/server, or grid) each including at least one

processor, at least one data storage system (including volatile and/or non-volatile

memory and/or storage elements), at least one user interface (for receiving input using

at least one input device or port, and for providing output using at least one output

device or port). The software may include one or more modules of a larger program,

for example, that provides services related to the design, configuration, and execution

of dataflow graphs. The modules of the program (e.g., elements of a dataflow graph)

can be implemented as data structures or other organized data conforming to a data

model stored in a data repository.

The software may be provided on a tangible, non-transitory medium, such as a

CD-ROM or other computer-readable medium (e.g., readable by a general or special

purpose computing system or device), or delivered (e.g., encoded in a propagated

signal) over a communication medium of a network to a tangible, non-transitory

medium of a computing system where it is executed. Some or all of the processing

may be performed on a special purpose computer, or using special-purpose hardware,

such as coprocessors or field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) or dedicated,

application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). The processing may be implemented

in a distributed manner in which different parts of the computation specified by the

software are performed by different computing elements. Each such computer

program is preferably stored on or downloaded to a computer-readable storage



medium (e.g., solid state memory or media, or magnetic or optical media) of a storage

device accessible by a general or special purpose programmable computer, for

configuring and operating the computer when the storage device medium is read by

the computer to perform the processing described herein. The inventive system may

also be considered to be implemented as a tangible, non-transitory medium,

configured with a computer program, where the medium so configured causes a

computer to operate in a specific and predefined manner to perform one or more of

the processing steps described herein.

A number of embodiments of the invention have been described.

Nevertheless, it is to be understood that the foregoing description is intended to

illustrate and not to limit the scope of the invention, which is defined by the scope of

the following claims. Accordingly, other embodiments are also within the scope of

the following claims. For example, various modifications may be made without

departing from the scope of the invention. Additionally, some of the steps described

above may be order independent, and thus can be performed in an order different

from that described.



What is claimed is:

1. A method for profiling data stored in a data storage system, the method

including:

accessing multiple collections of records stored in the data storage system over

an interface coupled to the data storage system to store quantitative

information for each of the multiple collections of records, the

quantitative information for each particular collection including, for at

least one selected field of the records in the particular collection, a

corresponding list of value count entries, with each value count entry

including a value appearing in the selected field and a count of the

number of records in which the value appears in the selected field; and

processing the quantitative information of two or more of the collections to

generate profiling summary information, the processing including:

merging the value count entries of corresponding lists for at least one

field from each of at least a first collection and a second

collection of the two or more collections to generate a

combined list of value count entries, and

aggregating value count entries of the combined list of value count

entries to generate a list of distinct field value entries, at least

some of the distinct field value entries identifying a distinct

value from at least one of the value count entries and including

information quantifying a number of records in which the

distinct value appears for each of the two or more collections.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein merging the value count entries of the

corresponding lists includes sorting the value count entries based on the values from

the value count entries.

3 . The method of claim 2, wherein sorting the value count entries includes

sorting by a primary sort order based on the values from the value count entries, and

sorting by a secondary sort order based on identifiers of the two or more collections.



4 . The method of claim 1, wherein processing the quantitative information of

two or more of the collections includes processing the quantitative information of

three or more of the collections.

5 . The method of claim 4, further including, for a first subset of at least two

of the three or more collections, generating profiling summary information from the

list of distinct field value entries, the profiling summary information including

multiple patterns of results of a join operation between the fields of respective

collections of records in the first subset.

6 . The method of claim 5, further including, for a second subset of at least

two of the three or more collections, different from the first subset, generating

profiling summary information from the list of distinct field value entries, the

profiling summary information including multiple patterns of results of a join

operation between the fields of respective collections of records in the second subset.

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein each value count entry in a list of value

count entries corresponding to a particular collection further includes location

information identifying respective locations within the particular collection of records

in which the value appears in the selected field.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the processing includes: reading the value

count entries of a corresponding list for at least one field from a third collection of the

two or more collections to update the list of distinct field value entries so that at least

some of the distinct field value entries identify a distinct value from value count

entries of corresponding lists for the first, second, and third collections and include

information quantifying a number of records in which the distinct value appears for

each of the first, second, and third collections.

9 . A computer program, stored on a computer-readable storage medium, for

profiling data stored in a data storage system, the computer program including

instructions for causing a computing system to:



access multiple collections of records stored in the data storage system over an

interface coupled to the data storage system to store quantitative

information for each of the multiple collections of records, the

quantitative information for each particular collection including, for at

least one selected field of the records in the particular collection, a

corresponding list of value count entries, with each value count entry

including a value appearing in the selected field and a count of the

number of records in which the value appears in the selected field; and

process the quantitative information of two or more of the collections to

generate profiling summary information, the processing including:

merging the value count entries of corresponding lists for at least one

field from each of at least a first collection and a second

collection of the two or more collections to generate a

combined list of value count entries, and

aggregating value count entries of the combined list of value count

entries to generate a list of distinct field value entries, at least

some of the distinct field value entries identifying a distinct

value from at least one of the value count entries and including

information quantifying a number of records in which the

distinct value appears for each of the two or more collections.

10. A computing system for profiling data stored in a data storage system, the

computing system including:

an interface coupled to the data storage system configured to access multiple

collections of records stored in the data storage system to store

quantitative information for each of the multiple collections of records,

the quantitative information for each particular collection including,

for at least one selected field of the records in the particular collection,

a corresponding list of value count entries, with each value count entry

including a value appearing in the selected field and a count of the

number of records in which the value appears in the selected field; and



at least one processor configured to process the quantitative information of

two or more of the collections to generate profiling summary

information, the processing including:

merging the value count entries of corresponding lists for at least one

field from each of at least a first collection and a second

collection of the two or more collections to generate a

combined list of value count entries, and

aggregating value count entries of the combined list of value count

entries to generate a list of distinct field value entries, at least

some of the distinct field value entries identifying a distinct

value from at least one of the value count entries and including

information quantifying a number of records in which the

distinct value appears for each of the two or more collections.

11. A computing system for profiling data stored in a data storage system, the

computing system including:

means for accessing multiple collections of records stored in the data storage

system to store quantitative information for each of the multiple

collections of records, the quantitative information for each particular

collection including, for at least one selected field of the records in the

particular collection, a corresponding list of value count entries, with

each value count entry including a value appearing in the selected field

and a count of the number of records in which the value appears in the

selected field; and

means for processing the quantitative information of two or more of the

collections to generate profiling summary information, the processing

including:

merging the value count entries of corresponding lists for at least one

field from each of at least a first collection and a second

collection of the two or more collections to generate a

combined list of value count entries, and



aggregating value count entries of the combined list of value count

entries to generate a list of distinct field value entries, at least

some of the distinct field value entries identifying a distinct

value from at least one of the value count entries and including

information quantifying a number of records in which the

distinct value appears for each of the two or more collections.

12. A method for profiling data stored in a data storage system, the method

including:

accessing multiple collections of records stored in the data storage system over

an interface coupled to the data storage system to store quantitative

information for each of the multiple collections of records, the

quantitative information for each particular collection including, for at

least one selected field of the records in the particular collection, a

corresponding list of value count entries, with each value count entry

including a value appearing in the selected field and a count of the

number of records in which the value appears in the selected field; and

processing the quantitative information of two or more of the collections to

generate profiling summary information, the processing including:

reading the value count entries of a corresponding list for at least one

field from a first collection of the two or more collections to

store output data that includes a list of distinct field value

entries, and

reading the value count entries of a corresponding list for at least one

field from a second collection of the two or more collections to

store updated output data based at least in part on the stored

output data so that at least some of the distinct field value

entries identify a distinct value from value count entries of

corresponding lists for the first and second collections and

include information quantifying a number of records in which

the distinct value appears for each of the first and second

collections.



13. The method of claim 12, wherein processing the quantitative information

of two or more of the collections includes processing the quantitative information of

three or more of the collections.

14. The method of claim 13, further including, for a first subset of at least two

of the three or more collections, generating profiling summary information from the

list of distinct field value entries, the profiling summary information including

multiple patterns of results of a join operation between the fields of respective

collections of records in the first subset.

15. The method of claim 14, further including, for a second subset of at least

two of the three or more collections, different from the first subset, generating

profiling summary information from the list of distinct field value entries, the

profiling summary information including multiple patterns of results of a join

operation between the fields of respective collections of records in the second subset.

16. The method of claim 12, wherein each value count entry in a list of value

count entries corresponding to a particular collection further includes location

information identifying respective locations within the particular collection of records

in which the value appears in the selected field.

17. The method of claim 12, wherein the processing includes: reading the

value count entries of a corresponding list for at least one field from a third collection

of the two or more collections to update the list of distinct field value entries so that at

least some of the distinct field value entries identify a distinct value from value count

entries of corresponding lists for the first, second, and third collections and include

information quantifying a number of records in which the distinct value appears for

each of the first, second, and third collections.

18. A computer program, stored on a computer-readable storage medium, for

profiling data stored in a data storage system, the computer program including

instructions for causing a computing system to:



access multiple collections of records stored in the data storage system over an

interface coupled to the data storage system to store quantitative

information for each of the multiple collections of records, the

quantitative information for each particular collection including, for at

least one selected field of the records in the particular collection, a

corresponding list of value count entries, with each value count entry

including a value appearing in the selected field and a count of the

number of records in which the value appears in the selected field; and

process the quantitative information of two or more of the collections to

generate profiling summary information, the processing including:

reading the value count entries of a corresponding list for at least one

field from a first collection of the two or more collections to

store output data that includes a list of distinct field value

entries, and

reading the value count entries of a corresponding list for at least one

field from a second collection of the two or more collections to

store updated output data based at least in part on the stored

output data so that at least some of the distinct field value

entries identify a distinct value from value count entries of

corresponding lists for the first and second collections and

include information quantifying a number of records in which

the distinct value appears for each of the first and second

collections.

19. A computing system for profiling data stored in a data storage system, the

computing system including:



an interface coupled to the data storage system configured to access multiple

collections of records stored in the data storage system to store

quantitative information for each of the multiple collections of records,

the quantitative information for each particular collection including,

for at least one selected field of the records in the particular collection,

a corresponding list of value count entries, with each value count entry

including a value appearing in the selected field and a count of the

number of records in which the value appears in the selected field; and

at least one processor configured to process the quantitative information of

two or more of the collections to generate profiling summary

information, the processing including:

reading the value count entries of a corresponding list for at least one

field from a first collection of the two or more collections to

store output data that includes a list of distinct field value

entries, and

reading the value count entries of a corresponding list for at least one

field from a second collection of the two or more collections to

store updated output data based at least in part on the stored

output data so that at least some of the distinct field value

entries identify a distinct value from value count entries of

corresponding lists for the first and second collections and

include information quantifying a number of records in which

the distinct value appears for each of the first and second

collections.

20. A computing system for profiling data stored in a data storage system, the

computing system including:



or accessing multiple collections of records stored in the data storage

system to store quantitative information for each of the multiple

collections of records, the quantitative information for each particular

collection including, for at least one selected field of the records in the

particular collection, a corresponding list of value count entries, with

each value count entry including a value appearing in the selected field

and a count of the number of records in which the value appears in the

selected field; and

or processing the quantitative information of two or more of the

collections to generate profiling summary information, the processing

including:

reading the value count entries of a corresponding list for at least one

field from a first collection of the two or more collections to

store output data that includes a list of distinct field value

entries, and

reading the value count entries of a corresponding list for at least one

field from a second collection of the two or more collections to

store updated output data based at least in part on the stored

output data so that at least some of the distinct field value

entries identify a distinct value from value count entries of

corresponding lists for the first and second collections and

include information quantifying a number of records in which

the distinct value appears for each of the first and second

collections.
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